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IMPORTANT: Read all instructions carefully before assembly and use of the product.
KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
Your child may be hurt if you do not follow the instructions. Please dispose of all packaging material carefully.
PARTS LIST
The product includes following parts, please check carefully before assembly, DO NOT use product if any part is missing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bassinet with mattress</td>
<td>× 1 set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg A (male)</td>
<td>× 1 pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg B (female)</td>
<td>× 1 pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carry bag</td>
<td>× 1 pc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WARNING:
Incorrect assembly might be cause the collapse while in use! Overloading, incorrect folding and the use of accessories, may cause damage or break this bassinet.

ASSEMBLY AND USE INSTRUCTIONS

CAUTION:
Please carefully check below the assembly instruction as Fig. 1C & 1D and make sure the metal spring comes out from the hole after assembly, if the metal spring was missing or hidden into tubes, DO NOT use the product.

Incorrect assembly
Correct assembly
Step 2: Grip two short sides of bassinet top rail at the same time by hands and lift up the bassinet, then bassinet can unfold automatically. See Fig.

**CAUTION:**
Please push the center of the bassinet bottom downward and make sure the bassinet was unfolded completely. See Fig.

**HOW TO SWITCH BETWEEN BASSINET & CRADLE MODEL**

Swivel the 4 plastic feet outward and lock into place to stay in bassinet model. Conversely, Swivel the plastic feet inward then can change to cradle model. See Fig.
How to fold and put it into carry bag

**Step 1:** Put the ribbon through the hole, then Pull up the webbing ring QUICKLY. See Fig.

**Step 2:** Pull the both of top rails inward to fold it completely. See Fig. It can stand after folded as Fig.

**Step 3:** Press the metal spring by one hand and pull the leg rearward by the other hand to remove the leg.

**Step 4:** Put it into carry bag for travel.
**How to remove the pad for washing**

1. Take the mattress out of the bassinet.
2. Pull the zipper and open the mattress. See fig. 1
3. Take out the bedplate. See fig. 2
4. Take out the pad. See fig. 3
5. After washing the mattress, put the pad back inside the mattress. See fig. 4
6. Put the bedplate inside the mattress and close the zipper. See fig. 5 & 6
7. Put the mattress back to bassinet by aligning velcro.

**How to assemble and remove the cover for washing**

1. Take the mattress out of the bassinet. See fig. 1
2. Pull the zipper and open the cover. See fig. 2
3. The ribbon passes through the hole and is separated from the cover. See fig. 3, 4, 5
4. Take out of the fabric cover. See fig. 6
5. After washing the cover, put the cover back inside the frame. See fig. 7
6. Put the ribbon pass through the hole of cover. See fig. 8, 9, 10
7. Close the zipper then finishing the assemble. See fig. 11

MAINTENANCE & CLEANING:
Please check and maintain the bassinet regularly to make sure your baby away from accident.
The adult must check the bassinet and make sure for safe at every time.
Please use the soft and dry cloth or sponge to clean the bed, do not use the alkaline or acidic water to wash the bassinet to avoid the water corrode the iron pipe or hardware.
Do not use or keep the bed in a wet, cold or high temperature environment for a long time.
Please use the brush or other clean tools to clean the splotch on the cushion.
WARNING
• To reduce the risk of SIDS, pediatricians recommend healthy infants be placed on their backs to sleep, unless otherwise advised by your physician.

WARNING
• If a sheet is used with the pad, use only the one provided by the bassinet manufacturer to fit the dimension of the bassinet mattress.

WARNING
• Strings can cause strangulation!
• DO NOT place items with a string around a child’s neck, such as hood strings or pacifier cords.
• DO NOT suspend strings over a bassinet or cradle or attach the strings to toys.

WARNING
• Failure to follow these warnings and instructions could result in serious injury or death.
• FALL HAZARD - To help prevent falls, do not use this product when the infant begins to push up on hands and kness or has reached 25 lbs weight or up to approximately 3 months, whichever comes first.

WARNING
SUFFOCATION HAZARD!
Infants have suffocated:
• In gaps between an extra pad and side of the bassinet.
• On soft bedding.
Use ONLY the pad provided by manufacturer. NEVER add a mattress, pillow, comforter, or another mattress for padding.
⚠️ WARNING

Please follow all of these instructions to ensure the safety of your child. Failure to follow these instructions could result in serious injury or death. Retain these instructions for future reference.

- Please read all instructions before using the bassinet.
- Never leave child unattached.
- Keep fingers (yours and baby’s) away from hinges when opening or closing the bassinet. Be certain the bassinet is locked in the open position before allowing your child near the bassinet.
- When using the bassinet, never place the product near edges of countertops, tables, or other high surfaces.
- Never allow your bassinet to be used as a toy.
- To clean use only mild household soap or detergent and warm water on a sponge or clean cloth.
- Check your bassinet for loose screws, worn parts, torn material or stitching on a regular basis. Replace or repair parts as needed.
- Discontinue use of the bassinet should it malfunction or become damaged or broken. Please contact our customer service parts hotline to arrange for repair or obtain replacement parts.
- The adult supervision is necessary for a child under up to approximately 3 months.
- The minimum range required for this item is around 1 square meter.